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Our Purpose - Reimagining Seafood to Nourish Life

At High Liner Foods, we recognize our responsibility to support healthy oceans, 
planets and communities.

This is the foundation of our purpose, Reimagining Seafood to Nourish Life, which 
guides every decision we make and every action we take.

Nothing exemplifies our purpose more than our three pillars of sustainability:

o Nourishing the health and wellness of our employees who are the backbone of our 
success

o Supporting people and the communities in which we operate through 
volunteerism, philanthropy activities and activism

o Regenerating Ecosystems to ensure we have the resources to provide our 
consumers delicious seafood for generations to come



Three value-added seafood manufacturing facilities in North 
America
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Welcome to Portsmouth, NH



High Liner Foods Portsmouth, NH
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• Built in 1968 for what was then Booth Fisheries
• 200,000 sq. ft
• High Liner Foods purchased the facility in 1983
• 290 employees - 190 full time and ~100 

temporary
• 3 fryers and 9 packaging lines
• Sales are 70% Retail and 30% Food Service
• 140 SKU’s Run
• Plant operates 5 days a week for 30 weeks, 6 days 

for Lent
• Produced 59MM lbs. fish in 2023
• Celebrating 125 years in 2024!!



Products Produced
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190 Full Time employees

Made up of:

 18% Asian

 5% Black/African American

 35% Hispanic/Latino

 42% Caucasian

2020- present

21% internal promotions

Portsmouth Plant Stats
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Portsmouth Leadership Team
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Adapting to Cultures
Waves of Immigration at High Liner Foods Portsmouth

 Indonesian/Vietnamese

 Hispanic/Latino

 Haitian Creole

Adapting to cultures

Translation

 LanguageLine

 Internal translators

 WorkCare with translation

 Bilingual Managers/Supervisors

 Training Library

 Translated to Indonesian, Spanish, Haitian Creole

 Voiced over to ensure literacy issues are not a 
barrier

Town Halls

Monthly communication

Updates/Announcements

Translation provided

Cultural Display Boards

Cultural Dishes

▬ Employee feedback

▬ Catered or Homemade dishes

▬ BBQs
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Alchemy Safety 
Training Library
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Vendor Partnerships: LanguageLine Solutions
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WorkCare: 24/7 telehealth triage program
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SafeStart – Bilingual Trainers

Behavior based safety program

Training commitment -becoming a trainer

Weeklong certification course 

Host minimum of 2 classes annually 

3-year minimum commitment
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 Strategic partner to recruit and attract workers

 Lawrence, MA office/community

 90% Hispanic/Latino

 25% Temp I55 stamp

 Family/friends referral

 Low-income community

 Free transportation to HLF Portsmouth, NH

 Like the way they are treated at HLF Portsmouth

 Referred by family/friends to work at HLF Portsmouth

 Enjoy the moderate temperature of the production 
floor

 Temperature of the environment – key

 Process frozen fish- not fresh fish

 No negative feedback regarding HLF Portsmouth

 Temp to perm opportunities

 Monthly job fairs at the Office

 Community Outreach – Mass Hire

 Strong Dominican Republic community

 Haitian/Creole – increasing

Strategic Partner-Temporary Staffing Agencies
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Haitian Creole population

Since as early as April 2022, Haitian migrants have been arriving in Boston in large numbers, fleeing political 
and economic turmoil in Haiti. Word had spread among Haitian migrants that Boston Medical Center would 
offer them housing — support the city and state could not provide — and for several months this was true.” 
Bay State Banner 8/30/2023

“On Aug. 8, Governor Maura Healey declared a state of emergency, calling for additional funds for shelter, 
streamlined work authorizations and other services to support newly arrived migrant families, including 
Haitians. There are more than 20,000 individuals in state shelters, including children and pregnant women. In 
the second week of November, Massachusetts reached the limit on the number of families that can be 
accommodated in the state’s emergency shelter system.” Bay State Banner 11/15/2023
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Adapting to Haitian Creole

HLF starting seeing an increase in temp workers form Haiti in 2022

Majority hired for 3 rd shift with increasing numbers on 2nd shift

Provide translation- conversion of the Alchemy Safety Training library to Haitian Creole

Challenges to voiceover training content

Found a local MA community resource to assist us with providing voiceover

Hired a 3rd party veteran food professional to come on site to provide hands on training in their own 
language to ensure competency
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Forecasting future needs 
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2024 Targets

OSHA 10 (Spanish)

Conversational Spanish for leadership team

Explore onsite ESL course

New Trainer-role/responsibilities (bilingual)- coordination, program development, reporting, liaison

On-boarding opportunities (Continuous Improvement project)
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James Mundung- feature
Born in Indonesia

Came to the United States in 2000, settling in Dover, NH

Friend referred him to work at High Liner Foods Portsmouth

Started on 3 rd shift Sanitation in February 2009

Promoted to 1 st shift Production Operator in December 2009

Applied for 2nd shift Line Lead for greater skill development- May 2011

Overall goal- to be a Maintenance Technician

Worked out a schedule to work in both Production and Maintenance to cross train for 2 years

In June 2019, became a full-time 1st shift Maintenance Technician

A few months ago, was approached by the General Manager to cross train in the refrigeration department

November 5, 2023 started his training in ammonia refrigeration
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 Started in September 2017

 Newly high school graduate

 Lawrence, MA community

 Born in Puerto Rico, grew up in the Dominican Republic

 Came to the US in 2013 to live with his aunts/cousins

 Referred to HLF Portsmouth by a friend (employed by 
HLF

Job Titles/Promotions:

• General Labor (9/11/2017)

• Lead I (2/5/18)

• Lead II (1/16/22)

• Supervisor (8/14/23)

 Willing to try

 Didn’t let fear stop his progress

 Wanted to become a Supervisor but didn’t think it 
would be this quick

 Enjoys his job at HLF Portsmouth

 Biggest challenge: home community sees him as a 
friend first, but respects him as a Supervisor 

Success Story - Gilberto Pena
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 Ernest joined HLF in 1999 and spent six years working at 
the Portsmouth plant in the roles of Sanitation & Line 
Set-Up and Machine Operator. 

 In 2006, he moved into Finance where he continued to 
support the Portsmouth plant operations and 
progressed through various roles including Cost 
Accounting Manager and Controller US Operations 
where he led the US Finance team and had overall 
accountability for cost accounting, plant operations and 
supply chain finance. 

 In 2018, Ernest moved to the Sales & Operations 
Planning team as Senior Manager, Inventory Planning & 
Analysis to oversee inventory management.

 2019 Henry Demone of Excellence Award winner

 Born in Kenya, Ernest came to the US to attend college 
at what is now Southern NH University to study 
economics.

 Family friend referred him to NH via the “Amesbury for 
Africa” organization where he was placed with a foster 
family.

 While attending college, he started at High Liner Foods 
Portsmouth as a 3rd shift sanitation worker.

 On June 12, 2023 accepted the role of General 
Manager, Portsmouth plant

Success Story -Ernest Gitau
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Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Committee

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion at HLF

High Liner Foods is a people-first organization, with a strong focus on engagement, 
development, and employee well-being, that will set us apart from our competitors, 
and differentiate us as an employer of choice in the market.

Our goals for the DEI Committee will reimagine the employee experience at HLF as we 
focus on fostering a culture of employee well-being and belonging through all stages 
of the employee life cycle.
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